
I already 
read that 

book!
Now what?

TRY THESE 
READ-ALIKES!

The Crooked Sixpence (Series)  
by Jennifer Bell
When intruders ransack their home, Ivy and her 
brother Seb escape to a secret world where ordinary 
objects hold extraordinary powers. Their family holds 
the greatest uncommon artifact in the world, and 
with evil forces chasing them down, the siblings must 
solve this mystery before it is too late.
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Bliss (Series) by Catherine Littlewood
Rosemary and her siblings are supposed to keep their 
family’s enchanted cookbook while their parents are 
away. When their Aunt Lily arrives, the children are 
inspired to experiment with the book… and surely, 
nothing can go wrong, right?

Castle Hangnail by Ursula Vernon
When 12-year-old Molly arrives at Castle Hangnail as 
the new wicked witch, the minions of the castle are… 
skeptical. Molly intends to prove herself, but she’s 
harboring secrets that could expose her for who she 
really is.

The Field Guide (Series)  
by Tony DiTerlizzi & Holly Black
The three Grace children uncover a mysterious field 
guide in the attic of their worn down mansion home. 
With this, they discover a secret world of the faerie 
that holds adventure and danger.

The Legend of Greg (Series) 
by Chris Rylander
Greg Belmont was content to be an ordinary boy 
only to discover that he is actually a dwarf! When an 
evil troll kidnaps his father, Greg dives down into a 
world of magic and adventure with a rich history and 
the threat of ancient enemies.

The Lightning Thief (Series) by Rick Riordan
Percy Jackson is sent to Camp Halfblood, a safe 
place for the demigod children of the Greek gods. 
But when one of Zeus’s lightning bolts goes missing, 
Percy and his friends must journey across the country 
to find it.

The Lost Stone (Series) by Jordan Quinn
Prince Lucas and his friend Clara travel across the 
Kingdom of Wrenly to find the Queen’s missing 
emerald and encounter many fantastical adventures 
along the way. This fantasy adventure series is perfect 
for kindergarten to fourth grade readers.

Matilda by Roald Dahl
Matilda Wormwood is a precocious young girl with a 
passion for books. Using her wits, and a bit telekinesis, 
Matilda must outwit her cruel parents and the evil 
headmistress, Miss Trunchbull.




